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Abstract

Sexual attraction in humans is influenced by cultural or moral factors, and some

gender differences can emerge in this complex interaction. A previous study found

that men dissociate sexual attraction from moral judgment more than women do.

Two experiments consisting of giving attractiveness ratings to photos of real oppo-

site-sex individuals showed that men, compared to women, were significantly less

influenced by the moral valence of a description about the person shown in each

photo. There is evidence of some processing differences between real and artificial

computer-generated faces. The present study tests the robustness of González-

Álvarez’s findings and extends the research to an experimental design using artificial

face models as stimuli. A sample of 88 young adults (61 females and 27 males, average

age 19.32, SD¼ 2.38) rated the attractiveness of 80 3D artificial face models gener-

ated with the FaceGen Modeller 3.5 software. Each face model was paired with a

‘‘good’’ and a ‘‘bad’’ (from a moral point of view) sentence depicting a quality or

activity of the person represented in the model (e.g., she/he is an altruistic nurse in

Africa vs. she/he is a prominent drug dealer). Results were in line with the previous

findings and showed that, with artificial faces as well, sexual attraction is less influ-

enced by morality in men than in women. This gender difference is consistent with an

evolutionary perspective on human sexuality.
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Introduction

Physical appearance (and especially the face) is the most accessible personal
information in social interactions. The ‘‘what is beautiful is good’’ stereotype
assumes that attractive people have a set of positive qualities. But what about
the opposite idea, ‘‘what is good is beautiful’’? Gross and Crofton (1977) found
evidence that the stereotypical relationship between beauty and goodness could
be bidirectional, and it ‘‘may operate in the opposite direction such that the
more we like and value people, the more physically attractive they appear to us’’
(p. 86). Further research has obtained additional evidence that personality infor-
mation can influence perceptions of physical attractiveness (Kniffin & Wilson,
2004; Lewandowski, Aron, & Gee, 2007; Zhang, Kong, Zhong, & Kou, 2014).

In a previous study, one of the authors found an important gender difference
in the way morality can influence physical attraction between opposite-sex indi-
viduals (González-Álvarez, 2017). Specifically, González-Álvarez observed that
men separate sexual attraction from moral judgments significantly more than
women do. In two experiments, participants were presented with photographs of
real opposite-sex persons and asked to rate them on an attractiveness scale. Each
photograph was duplicated, and each copy was paired with a ‘‘good’’ or ‘‘bad’’
sentence about the person displayed (e.g., she/he is a defender of human rights in
an NGO vs. she/he belongs to a terrorist group). Data showed a significant and
strong interaction between the participant’s gender and the sentence condition
because the attractiveness ratings given by men were much less affected by the
‘‘bad’’ sentences than the ratings given by women.

González-Álvarez’s (2017) results suggested that male attraction at first sight
to a strange woman seems relatively less permeable to moral factors (and prob-
ably to other nonphysical factors) than female attraction to a strange man. This
gender difference is coherent with other differences reported in the scientific
literature: men generally respond more to sexual stimuli than women (Buss,
2007), especially when the stimuli are visual (Rupp & Wallen, 2008), and
neural activation of some brain structures such as the amygdala and hypothal-
amus reflects this divergence between human males and females (Hamann,
Herman, Nolan, & Wallen, 2004). Compared to women, men tend to give
more importance to their partner’s physical attractiveness (Furnham, 2009)
and typically report stronger sex drive or sexual motivation (Lippa, 2009).

On the other hand, extensive cross-cultural studies about short-term mating
disclose a universal pattern: it seems that men are less selective, have more desire
for sexual variety, and tend to seek short-term mateships more actively than
women (Schmitt, 2005; Schmitt et al., 2003). A pattern also observed in coun-
tries like Norway, a nation with a high rate in gender empowerment terms (as
indexed by the United Nations) (Kennair, Schmitt, Fjeldavli, & Harlem, 2009).
Obviously, this type of gender difference can obey to a wide variety of reasons.
However, an important number of authors consider that the cross-cultural uni-
versality of this pattern reveals a biological root and it is well-predicted from an
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evolutionary approach of human sexuality (Buss, 2007; Buss & Schmitt, 1993;
but see Eagly & Wood, 1999). From this point of view, a clear asymmetry
between men and women in biological parental investment (internal fertilization,
gestation, and lactation) also favors evolutionary asymmetry in mating strate-
gies (human females would be more selective and would prefer males who are
willing to consider parental investment).

The experimental paradigm used by González-Álvarez (2017) (comparing
attractiveness ratings received by the same faces when paired with ‘‘good’’ vs.
‘‘bad’’ moral content) is a methodology applied to these specific variables (sexual
attraction and morality) for the first time. Thus, at the moment, González-
Álvarez (2017) is the single study that has addressed the issue with this para-
digm. Contemporary psychology, along with other sciences, is living a certain
crisis (see Open Science Collaboration, 2015), and there is an overall concern
about reproducibility and robustness of experimental results, particularly in
social psychology. In the present study, we tested the robustness of the experi-
mental paradigm used by González-Álvarez (2017) and the robustness of the
findings, extending the research to another type of stimuli (high-quality artificial
faces) that are presumably processed differently. On the other hand, the study
has relevance by itself since high-quality artificial faces are increasingly frequent
in movies, video games, computer interfaces, and other media (Balas & Pacella,
2015), and the results may have implications for the fields of robotics and
human-computer interaction (for out-group effects in real and artificial faces,
see Swiderska, Krumhuber, & Kappas, 2013).

The experimental stimuli used in González-Álvarez’s (2017) study were
photographs of real, unknown people selected from the Internet (Google
Images) and mixed with some photographs of a celebrity or well-known
person (included as filler stimuli). The purpose of this article was to extend
González-Álvarez’s finding using artificial face models as stimuli. There is
evidence of some processing differences between artificial computer-gener-
ated faces and photos of real faces, both at the cognitive (Balas & Pacella,
2015; Carlson, Gronlund, Weatherford, & Carlson, 2012; Kätsyri & Sams,
2008) and neural levels (Mühlberger et al., 2009; Wheatley, Weinberg,
Looser, Moran, & Hajcak, 2011). Artificial faces seem to be harder to rec-
ognize and remember, and some basic emotions stemming from this type of
stimuli are identified and processed differently (Ehrlich, Schiano, &
Sheridan, 2000; Kätsyri & Sams, 2008). In the present study, we intend to
test the robustness of the gender differences found in González-Álvarez
(2017) by extending the same experimental design to computer-generated
virtual 3D face models.

Hypothesis 1. Given González-Álvarez’s (2017) findings, artificial faces paired with

a ‘‘bad’’ (from a moral point of view) sentence will be rated as less attractive than

the same faces paired with a ‘‘good’’ sentence.
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Hypothesis 2. Crucially, the attractiveness-rating difference between artificial faces

paired with ‘‘good’’ versus ‘‘bad’’ sentences will be greater for the female partici-

pants than for the males. That is, rating data will show an interaction between the

participant’s gender and the sentence condition.

Method

Participants

Eighty-eight undergraduate students (61 females and 27 males) from the
University Jaume I (Spain) participated in this study, ranging in age from 18
to 27 years (M¼ 19.32; SD¼ 2.38). All of them volunteered in exchange for
course credits. The research conformed to the American Psychological
Association’s Ethical Principles and Code of Conduct for Psychologists.

Stimuli

The experimental stimuli consisted of 80 realistic 3D artificial face models gen-
erated with the FaceGen Modeller 3.5 software (Singular Inversions, 2010): 40
were of males and 40 of females, both of diverse ethnicities. FaceGen is a widely
used program in research on face perception (e.g., Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008),
and it includes statistical algorithms developed from 3D laser scans of human
faces. It can generate 3D virtual faces at random, modifiable on 61 parameters
grouped into 10 feature categories (brow, cheek, mouth, nose, jaw, etc.) and 4
controls for apparent age, gender, asymmetry, and racial origin. Once a model
has been generated, FaceGen makes it possible to select or create a skin texture
overlay.

All the faces created for this experiment were without hair or any kind of
accessories. They included a skin texture and displayed a neutral expression in
the same default 3D position: yaw angle: 20.05� and pitch angle: 0.00� (see two
examples in Figure 1). We used two identical copies of each face model. One
copy was paired with a ‘‘good’’ sentence about the person displayed or his/her
activity (e.g., she/he is an altruistic nurse in Africa), and the other copy was
paired with a ‘‘bad’’ sentence about the person displayed or his/her activity (e.g.,
she/he is a prominent drug dealer). Each sentence was headed by a fictitious
proper name. Sentences were selected from the pool used in González-Álvarez
(2017).1

In order to make the descriptions more realistic, 30 additional artificial face
models (15 of men and 15 of women) were included as filler stimuli, most of
them based on celebrities, politicians, or well-known people (FaceGen can create
virtual 3D face models based on photographs of real people). Each filler was
paired with a true description (e.g., a computer model of Angela Merkel was
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paired with the sentence: ‘‘Angela Merkel is the current head of government of
Germany,’’ see Figure 2).

For each face gender, two lists of 55 stimuli (40 experimental+15 fillers)
were constructed to include one copy of each face model on a different list. Each
list had the same number of experimental ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘bad’’ sentences. Each
participant was presented with only one list, and so none of the participants saw
more than one version of a given face model.

Figure 2. Example of an artificial face created with the FaceGen software and used as

filler stimuli. This face was paired with the sentence ‘‘Angela Merkel is the current head of

government of Germany since 2005.’’

Figure 1. Examples of two artificial faces created with the FaceGen software and used as

experimental stimuli. Each face was paired with a ‘‘good’’ sentence (e.g., she/he is a defender

of human rights in an NGO) and a ‘‘bad’’ sentence (e.g., she/he belongs to a terrorist

group).
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Procedure

Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the two stimulus lists of the
opposite sex and completed the experiment individually online in the university
intranet (virtual classroom). Research on face perception has shown that labora-
tory and online studies produce equivalent results (e.g., Lefevre, Ewbank,
Calder, Von dem Hagen, & Perrett, 2013).

The instructions and procedure were similar to those of González-Álvarez’s
(2017) study. Participants wrote their name and demographic data and received
the following instructions (in Spanish): ‘‘We are preparing an experiment to
study the keys of physical attractiveness in men and women. Beforehand, we
need to have stimuli with varying degrees of attractiveness and this experiment is
designed to study the attractiveness of each stimulus. In each trial, you will see
the image of a virtual 3D face model created by computer and based on a real
man [woman] which has been selected from media or the Internet. These men
[women] are on the media or Internet in connection with any news related to
them. Some are better known than others. You have to see the photo and read
who he/she is. Next you must indicate to what degree you find this man [woman]
sexually attractive from a physical point of view.’’

Each trial displayed a face (6� 6 cm) on the computer screen, with the cor-
responding sentence below the image. Participants were instructed to look at the
image and read the description and subsequently rate the physical attractiveness
of the face on a 7-point scale from 1 (not at all attractive) to 7 (very attractive).
Several reminders appeared during the experimental session, highlighting the
importance of looking at and reading the material before rating each stimulus.

Results and Discussion

The attractiveness ratings given by men to artificial female faces paired with a
‘‘good’’ sentence yielded M¼ 3.03 (SD¼ 0.63), 95% CI [2.78, 3.28], and the
same faces paired with ‘‘bad’’ sentences yielded M¼ 2.70 (SD¼ 0.67), 95% CI
[2.44, 2.97]. The attractiveness ratings given by women to artificial male faces
paired with a ‘‘good’’ sentence yielded M¼ 2.84 (SD¼ 0.77), 95% CI [2.64,
3.04], and the same faces paired with a ‘‘bad’’ sentence yielded M¼ 2.09
(SD¼ 0.66), 95% CI [1.92, 2.26] (see Table 1).

A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out, including the
sentence’s moral type (‘‘good’’ and ‘‘bad’’) as within-participants factor, and
the gender of the participants (men and women) as between-participants
factor (see Table 2). Separate analyses were performed, with participants (F1)
and items (F2) as the random variables. The gender factor was significant
because the overall mean rating by men (2.87) was significantly higher than
the overall mean rating by women (2.47). Thus, the virtual male faces created
at random by the FaceGen software were probably, in general terms, somewhat
less attractive to the women than the virtual female faces were to men.
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As expected (Hypothesis 1), the sentence’s moral type (‘‘good’’ and ‘‘bad’’) was
significant and showed a large effect size because the ‘‘bad’’ sentences lowered the
attractiveness scores of the virtual faces (�0.54 points). Crucially, the interaction
between the sentence’s moral type and the gender of the participants was clearly
significant because the effect of morality on the attractiveness ratings was greater
for women than for men (Hypothesis 2). Specifically, the rating difference
between ‘‘good’’ versus ‘‘bad’’ conditions was M¼ 0.75 (SD¼ 0.73), 95% CI
[0.56, 0.94] for women, and M¼ 0.33 (SD¼ 0.66), 95% CI [0.07, 0.59] for men
(both means significantly different, t(86)¼ 2.54, p¼ .013; Cohen’s d¼ 0.60).

There is evidence of some differences in the cognitive and neural processing of
images of artificial faces compared to photographs of real faces. Composites
created by the computer (Carlson et al., 2012), or by other means in the days
before personal computers (Ellis, Davies, & Shepherd, 1978), seem to be recog-
nized and remembered less than photos of real faces, which has practical (police
and forensic) implications. Some studies have also observed differences in the
recognition of emotions from images of artificial versus real faces (Ehrlich
et al., 2000; Kätsyri & Sams, 2008). At the neural level, the event-related potentials
(ERP) triggered by artificial and real faces expressing happiness, anger, fear, or no
emotion show that early cortical processing differs in these two types of
stimuli depending on the person’s social anxiety level (Mühlberger et al., 2009).

Table 1. Means, SDs, and 95% CI of attractiveness ratings of artificial face models by men

and women according to the moral type of the sentences accompanying the models

(‘‘good’’ vs. ‘‘bad’’).

‘‘Good’’ sentences ‘‘Bad’’ sentences

Mean SD 95% CI Mean SD 95% CI

Male participants (n¼ 27) 3.03 0.63 (2.78–3.28) 2.70 0.67 (2.44–2.97)

Female participants (n¼ 61) 2.84 0.77 (2.64–3.04) 2.09 0.66 (1.92–2.26)

CI: confidence interval; SD: standard deviation.

Table 2. Significant effects (ANOVA) and effect sizes.2

Through subjects Through items

F1 df p �2
p F2 df p �2

p

Sentence’s moral type 43.65 1.86 <.001 .34 98.69 1.39 <.001 .72

Participant gender 8.39 1.86 <.01 .08 8.56 1.39 <.01 .18

Moral Type� Participant Gender 6.43 1.86 .013 .07 17.29 1.39 <.001 .31

ANOVA: analysis of variance.
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Using the same technique (ERP), Wheatley et al. (2011) found that natural faces,
but not artificial ones, sustain neural activity beyond the first 170 milliseconds.

Given the processing differences found in the perception of artificial versus real
faces, this study provided an opportunity to test the robustness of González-
Álvarez’s (2017) finding, by examining the sexual attraction of artificial faces
and observing whether a similar gender difference emerges with this type of sti-
muli. The analysis of attractiveness ratings showed that this is the case: again, we
found that sexual attraction is relatively less permeable to moral factors in men,
or, conversely, sexual attraction is more permeable to moral factors in women.

Similar to what was observed with photos of real people, the moral content of
the sentences paired with 3D artificial face models influenced the attractiveness
scores given by men and women, but this influence was stronger in women. As
stated in González-Álvarez (2017), ‘‘male attraction at first sight to a strange
woman seemed relatively less permeable to moral factors than female attraction
to a strange man’’(p. 6) and now a similar phenomenon has been observed with
artificial stimuli.

A gender difference of this nature is coherent with an evolutionary approach
to human sexuality (Buss, 2007; Buss & Schmitt, 1993; but see Eagly & Wood,
1999), where there is a clear asymmetry in biological parental investment
(internal fertilization, gestation, and lactation) between women and men. This
biological asymmetry would favor an asymmetry in mating strategies: cross-
cultural studies show that men, compared to women, are more willing to
engage in casual sex, and they are less selective with a stranger (Clark &
Hatfield’s, 1989; Schützwohl et al., 2009; but see Conley, 2011), whereas
women tend to be more selective. In Buss’ (2007) words,

a woman who preferred to mate with a reliable man who was willing to commit to

her presumably would have had children who survived, thrived, and multiplied;

over thousands of generations a preference for men who showed signs of being

willing and able to commit evolved in women. (p. 106)

This evolutionary view could explain a relatively greater permeability of
moral factors in the sexual attraction felt by women.
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Notes

1. Moral content of the ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘bad’’ sentences used in González-Álvarez (2017)

was tested in that study. A sample of participants rated the moral valence of each
sentence, and data confirmed that ‘‘good’’ sentences obtained a much higher score
than ‘‘bad’’ sentences.

2. Partial eta-squared (�2p) is an effect size measure in ANOVA. It refers to the proportion
of variability in the dependent variable that is attributable to a factor. The effect size
interpretations for �2p values are as follows: .01¼ small, .06¼medium, and .14¼ large

(Cohen, 1988).
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